
Remote and Flexible Learning Term 2 2021

Year: 3             Date: 31st May - 3rd June

Dear Torquay College Families,

Torquay College is committed to supporting all students as we embark on our 7 Day State-wide lockdown and return to a Remote and Flexible Learning
Environment as a result of the coronavirus. We want to ensure that we attend to the wellbeing of our school community and ensure everyone is safe, feels
supported and is continuing to learn and grow during this lock down period. We know it might seem overwhelming but the most important thing to remember
is that by families providing a calm, positive and organised day, our children will learn that in times of uncertainty, they will be safe and okay.

We are working towards planning a 4 day program that continues to develop students' learning and ensures they are happy and healthy and their wellbeing is
also supported. The Remote Learning Program consists of activities that can be completed with resources around the home.

Thank you for your continued support.
Principal Team

Weekly Team Message:

Welcome to our Remote and Flexible Learning Program for Year 3.  We are so grateful that we managed to attend our excursion to the Werribee Zoo on
Tuesday before going into Remote and Flexible Learning again. Whilst children will not be attending school, we will be providing an ongoing learning program.
You have always been your child's prime educator, but we appreciate the challenge of becoming their ‘teacher’. With this in mind we are trying to keep the
process as clear and simple as possible.  It is important that the learning environment is calm, stress free and conducive to learning.  Listed below are the
activities we encourage your child to work through in order. If you feel there is too much work please make the adjustments that work for your family with
quantity and pace.  Students work best when we support them at their point of need in complexity, pace and quantity.

If you do not have online access please contact the school and related hard copy learning packs will be made available.

We will be in contact with you and your child via a phone call over the course of the week to check in with you. We are looking forward to these
conversations.

We are busy setting up the SeeSaw program to interact with the students on an online platform and the school will provide more information with this on
Monday.
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Looking forward to seeing all of the smiling faces again on Friday.

Thank you,

Year 3  Team

Suggested Daily Timetable

8.30 – 9.30am Academic time A reading or writing task from activities listed in the appropriate year level learning tasks.  Refer below

9.30 - 10.30am Academic time A Maths task from activities listed in the appropriate year level learning tasks.  Refer below

10.30- 11.00am Break

11-.00 12.00pm Academic time An Inquiry task from activities listed in the appropriate year level learning tasks.  Refer below

12.00- 1.00pm Creative time Construction activity with your child’s favorite materials i.e. Lego , draw, craft, music, instrument

1.00- 2.00pm Lunch

2.00- 3.00pm Specialist time A specialist activity for the day

Wellbeing

Being confined to home for an extended period of time can cause stress and conflict. Tips for looking after your children during isolation include:

● Talking to your whole family about what is happening. Understanding the situation will reduce their anxiety.

● Help your children to think about how they have coped with difficult situations in the past and reassure them that they will cope with this situation too.
Remind them that the isolation won't last for long.

● Exercise regularly. Options could include exercise DVDs, dancing, floor exercises, yoga, walking around the backyard or using home exercise
equipment, such as a stationary bicycle, if you have it. Exercise is a proven treatment for stress and depression.

● Encourage your children to keep in touch with family members and friends via telephone, email or social media (where appropriate).
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Monday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online Resources

Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
ask questions whilst
reading.

Read a book of choice at home for at least 20 minutes. Whilst reading, write 5 questions or
wonderings you have about the text.  Remember to use a capital letter at the beginning of
your sentence and a question mark at the end.  For example: How did the character
change from the beginning to the end of the story? What was the main idea in the story?
How did the character feel?

A book to read

Maths

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
order numbers from
smallest to largest.

Roll a dice (or playing cards if you don’t have access to a dice) to get a large number
depending.

Eg. roll 3 times for a 3 digit number, 4 times for a 4 digit number or more times for larger
numbers  etc (depending on student’s confidence in MAths).
Get 5 numbers to order from smallest to largest.

eg 12,345    12,709    14,965  16,321   29,209

Extension:
Play the game as above but use a decimal point.
eg. 32.45   43.01  67.99   76.43  87.43

A dice or playing cards

Inquiry/ Wellbeing

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
practice gratitude.

The instructions are about as simple as instructions can be: Just find a rock!

1. Make sure to pick one you like, whether you like it because it’s pretty because it is
smooth or has an interesting texture, or because you picked it up from a special
place. If you have another small object you’d rather use instead, feel free to
substitute that for the rock. You can paint your rock if you wish

2. Carry this rock around in your pocket, leave it on your desk where you will see it
throughout your day. Every time you notice the rock you need to think about
something you feel gratitude for.

3. When you take the stone out of your pocket or off of your body at the end of the
day, take a moment to remember the things that you were grateful for throughout
the day. When you put it on or in your pocket again in the morning, repeat this
process to remember what you were grateful for yesterday.

A rock or other object from around your
house or garden.
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Specialist
(PE)

Learning Intention:

I can hit a target
with a ball

I can bounce a ball
through obstacles

Activity 1 – Skittle Kick
Steps:

· Set up some skittles (eg: plastic bottles) in a triangle shape. Take 5 big steps back (or
more if you want a challenge!), place the ball on the ground and kick to see how
many you can knock over.

· Take 10 turns and write down on a piece of paper how many skittles you knock down
each time. Add them up as your total score.

· Challenges – change your ball or skittles, move further away from your skittles, can you
play against a family member?

Questions:
· How do you kick at a target?
· How can you make your kick more powerful?
· When you changed your ball or skittles – did you have to kick differently?

Activity 2 – Bouncing Obstacle Course
Steps:

· Find a ball you can bounce to practice.
· Bouncing obstacle course – find 5 things you can use as obstacles and put them on

the ground/floor. Start at one end of your obstacle course and walk through it
bouncing the ball at the same time.

· Challenges – can you walk backwards/sideways through your course and bounce, try
bouncing with two and one hand/ try bouncing with alternating hands, can you
move as fast as you can, can you bounce the ball low

Questions:
· What part of your hand touches the ball when you are bouncing?
· Where should you look when you are bouncing?

skittles or plastic bottles
ball
5 obstacles from around the house eg
chairs

Activity : Optional Extra- if you want to do more:
● Complete your fluency read (in your plastic packet sent home from school) for 4 minutes every day. Remember, you will need to read

this aloud to someone in your house to hear if your reading sounds smooth.
● Complete a set task on Mathletics.
● Log onto EPIC Books and read a book of interest. Make sure you have a go at the quiz at once you have finished reading your book.
● Complete the MONDAY section on your mental maths sheet (in your plastic pocket sent home from school).

Materials: Fluency read sheet, mental maths sheet
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Tuesday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online
Resources

MSL

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
identify and write
sentences that
contain the FLOSS
rule.

Have your parents or siblings dictate these sentences to you and write them onto a page. Ensure that you
have used the FLOSS rule and included capital letters, full stops, questions or exclamation marks. Once you
have completed them check for mistakes and write them using Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check, three
times.

Maths

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
plan a visit to the
Melbourne Zoo for
your family.

You need to plan a trip to the Melbourne Zoo for your family in your remote learning book. You will need to
include.

- how many family members are going
- price of each ticket and total for your family
- A timetable of the day eg. time of departure, arriving at zoo etc.
- Plan which way you will go to get to zoo
- Estimate how many kilometres the Melbourne Zoo is away from your house
- An birdseye map of the zoo (you can make this up, doesn’t have to be realistic)

Extension:
You could make up a poster advertising the Melbourne Zoo.

Check out
https://www.zoo.org.au/melbo
urne/ for some inspiration
(optional).
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Inquiry

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
use the correct
punctuation for
sentence endings
using inquiry based
vocabulary.

Use the following based inquiry words:
MAMMAL
VERTEBRATE
CLASSIFICATION

For each of these words you are to create:
1 sentence (using a full stop at the end)
1 question (don’t forget your question mark)
1 exclamation (don’t forget your exclamation mark)

Here is an example for the word HABITAT:
1. Animals are becoming endangered because we are destroying their habitat.
2. What habitat does a Polar Bear live in?
3. Wow, that habitat is so hot!

Extension:
Can you think of some other inquiry based words that we have been studying and create a sentence,
question and exclamation for these words?

Specialist
(Indonesian)

Learning Intention
We are learning to
bargain in
Indonedsian

Understanding bargaining
Write out the bargaining conversation below in your remote learning book and fill in the numbers to reflect a
bargaining conversation. Remember that the seller starts high and the buy goes low and they end up somewhere in
the middle.

Buyer: Berapa harganya? Numbers to choose from:
Seller: Harganya __________________________ rupiah. sepuluh ribu
Buyer: Wah, terlalu mahal! Bisa kurang? delapan ribu
Seller: Ya, bisa. lima ribu
Buyer:__________________________ rupiah, bisa? tujuh ribu           (ribu= thousand)
Seller: Tidak bisa! ___________________________ rupiah.
Buyer:  Astaga!___________________________ rupiah. Helpful words
Seller: Baiklah. Berapa harganya?- how much is it?
Buyer: Terima kasih Harganya- the price is
Seller: Sama-sama. Terlalu mahal- too expensive

Bisa- can
Tidak bisa- can’t
Astaga- OMG
Baiklah- ok

With 2 puppets or dolls acting as your buyer and seller. Try and act out the conversation in Indonesian. Use expression!
Challenge yourself to do it off by heart.
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Activity : Optional Extra- if you want to do more:
● Complete your fluency read (in your plastic packet sent home from school) for 4 minutes every day. Remember, you will need to read this aloud to

someone in your house to hear if your reading sounds smooth.
● Complete a set task on Mathletics.
● Log onto EPIC Books and read a book of interest. Make sure you have a go at the quiz at once you have finished reading your book.
● Complete the TUESDAY section on your mental maths sheet (in your plastic pocket sent home from school).

Materials: Fluency read sheet, mental maths sheet.
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Wednesday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online Resources

Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
expand our
vocabulary.

Read your own book from home for a minimum of 20 minutes. Write down 4 new and
interesting words from your text.  Use a dictionary or online dictionary to find the following:
Definition
Etymology (origin of the word)
Synonyms and antonyms (similar meaning and opposite meaning)
Part of speech (is it a noun, verb etc)
Write your words in an interesting sentence.  Remember to use a capital letter and correct
punctuation.
Try to use a conjunction such as but, so, and or because to make your sentence interesting.

A book to read and a dictionary.

Link to an online dictionary below.

https://www.learnersdictionary.com

Maths

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
tell the time on an
analogue clock.

Use an analogue clock at home (wall clock) or click on link to the right (optional). Ask an
adult to give you times to set on the clock.

In your remote learning book,you will be drawing a clock face with the following:
- trace something round to use as a large clock face
- Put in the 12,3,6 and 9 markets first
- then add the other numbers
- shade the ‘past’ side of the clock one colour
- shade the ‘to’ side of the clock another colour
- add o’clock, ¼ past, ½ past and ¼ to around the outside
- draw an hour and minute hand

Extension:
Put all times around the outside of the clock eg. 5 past, 10 past etc.

Click the link below to use an interactive
clock.
https://www.visnos.com/demos/clock
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Inquiry

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
research information
and write into our
own words.

Begin researching your Zoo animal using technology.
Using the Werribee Zoo website and Kids National Geographic begin your research on your
Zoo animal.

Use the subheadings below to research and put into your own sentences:
● Appearance
● Diet
● Habitat

Remember to include a capital letter and a full stop.
For example:

DIET
Mountain gorillas are omnivores, meaning they eat both plants and animals. Their diet
includes a variety of plants, as well as insects and worms. Mountain gorillas graze, and
spend a lot of time eating.

In the example, you can see 3 sentences.  Try to include at least 3 sentences per
subheading.

https://www.zoo.org.au/werribee

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/

Specialist
(Visual Arts)

Learning Intention:
I can use materials
from nature in a
creative way.

Nature Collage

Go into your garden and collect things from nature - leaves, gum-nuts, seeds, flowers, branches, etc.

Bring them back inside and create a picture using the items you have collected.

Use glue to stick your creation to paper or cardboard.

Materials from nature-leaves, branches,
flowers, seeds, nuts etc

Glue

Paper or card to stick the items to.

Activity : Optional Extra- if you want to do more:
● Complete your fluency read (in your plastic packet sent home from school) for 4 minutes every day. Remember, you will need to read

this aloud to someone in your house to hear if your reading sounds smooth.
● Complete a set task on Mathletics.
● Log onto EPIC Books and read a book of interest. Make sure you have a go at the quiz at once you have finished reading your book.
● Complete the WEDNESDAY section on your mental maths sheet (in your plastic pocket sent home from school).

Materials: Fluency read sheet, mental maths sheet.
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Thursday
Curriculum Area
Focus

Suggested Learning Activities Material links / Online Resources

Writing

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
create a sizzling start.

Using the picture prompt below, using lined paper you are to write a sizzling start to match.
Remember, a sizzling start could include the following:
-Start at the action
-Use dialogue (speech)
-Make the reader curious
-Ask a question
-Use humour
-Add onomatopoeia

Extension:
You may continue to write your story, remembering to include paragraphs for each
section.

https://www.pobble365.com/an-icy-pl
unge/

Lined Paper

Maths

Learning Intention:
We are learning to
tell the time on a
digital clock.

Using the interactive clock link to the right, practice setting an analogue time and then
saying the digital time that matches. Check your answer by revealing the digital time.
Alternatively use a real analogue clock and say digital time also.

In your remote learning book, convert the times below from analogue to digital time.
eg. ¼ past 3 = 3.15

a) 6 o’clock e) ½ past 7 i) 20 past 6
b) 9 o’clock f) ½ past 12 j) 10 past 8
c) ½ past 4 g) ¼ to 8 k) 25 to 9
d) ½ past 9 h) ¼ to 4 l) 20 to 6

Click on link below for interactive clock.

https://www.visnos.com/demos/clock
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Inquiry

Learning Intention:
We are thinking
about the features of
our animal’s habitat

What is the habitat for the animal you have chosen?

In your workbook draw the habit from different views;
- Draw the top view (bird’s eye view)
- Draw if from the side
- Draw if from the front

Label the important features (shelter, food etc.,)

Specialist
(Performing Arts)

Learning Intention:

I can learn and create
rhythm with  percussion:

Warm up:  Find yourself a drum –If you already have a drum -bongo, djembe, kit lucky you.
If not, you can still make one following these easy steps:

Step 1: find a cardboard box, table top, saucepan, etc.

Step 2: check it works by hitting it with your hand, now you have a hand drum.

*If you need to test out your drum, keep the beat by playing along with a favourite song.

Session: Now you have your drum and you can keep the beat. Let's play some rhythms,
remember the beat stays the same, rhythm changes.

Words can be said on the beat [say your full name to the beat] but they sound
better with a bit of rhythm [can you clap the syllables in your name?] that’s the rhythm.

Drumming pattern – Peanut Butter Sandwich – Say the words and play this on your drum
like this:

Pea – Nut   But-  Ter       Sand      wich.

Hit    hit       hit     hit          hit hit.

[the rhythm of pea-nut but-ter is faster than sand-wich] it looks like this

Ti ti   ti ti Ta   Ta.

Find other things around the house that have their own rhythm and play it maybe trying
saying the words too [white and red running shoes, the dog is sleeping]
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Activity : Optional Extra- if you want to do more:
● Complete your fluency read (in your plastic packet sent home from school) for 4 minutes every day. Remember, you will

need to read this aloud to someone in your house to hear if your reading sounds smooth.
● Complete a set task on Mathletics.
● Log onto EPIC Books and read a book of interest. Make sure you have a go at the quiz at once you have finished reading your book.
● Complete the THURSDAY section on your mental maths sheet (in your plastic pocket sent home from school).

Materials: Fluency read sheet, mental maths sheet.
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